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Abstract 

EFFECT OF FINS ON TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR OF CROSS-FLOW 

AIR-LIQUID HEAT EXCHANGERS 

Y. A. Gogus 
Department of Aeronautical Engineering 

M. E. T. U. 
06531 Ankara, Turkey 

0. E. Ataer 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 

Gazi University 
06570 Ankara, Turkey 

Prediction of time response of heat exchangers, particularly finned tube liquid-air heat exchangers is cf practical importance in improving control systems of refrigeration plants. In this study the well-known finite volume method is used to predict time response of a cross-flow circumferentially finned tube heat exchanger to step change of liquid temperature, in order to determine the effective values of coefficients of an approximate response function, which is based on a lumped parameter model. Experiments carried out show good agreement and verify the method used to take the effect of fins into consideration. Although adaptive control systems are being used more extensively, range of parameters of these systems should be fixed by means of the above mentioned method. 

INFLUENCE DES AILETTES SUR LE COMPORTEMENT TRANSITOIRE DES ECHANGEURS DE CHAL~UR AIR-LIQUIDE A ECOULEMENT TRANSVERSAL. 

RESUME La pr6vision de la r6ponse dans le temps des echangeurs de chaleur, en particulier des echangeurs de chaleur liquide-air a tubes a ailettes, a une grande importance pratique pour !'amelioration des 
syst~mes de contr6le des installations f~igorifiques. Cette 6tude utilise la methode bien connue des volumes finis pour prevoir dans le temps, pour un echangeur de chaleur a tubes a ailettes circulaires, a ecoulement transversal, la reponse a la modification progressive de la temperature du liquide, afln de determiner les valeurs ef£ectives des coefficients d'une fonction npprochee de reponse, s'appuyant sur un modele de param~tre regroupe. Les exp6riences cffectu6es font apparaitre une bonne concordance et verifient la methode utilis6e pour tenir compte de !'influence des ailettes- Bien gue des systemes soupies de centrale scient utilises plus largement, le domaine des parametres de ces systemes doit §tre flxe l l'aide de la methode indiquee ci-dessus. 
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EFFECT OF FINS ON TRANSIENT BEHAVIOUR OF CROSS 

FLON AIR-T,IQUID HF.AT EXCHANGERS 

Y.A.GMU~ 

Aeronautical Bng.DGpt. 

M.E.T.U. TR-06531 ANKARA 

INTRODUCTION 

tl.J<:. ATARR 

HechA'\ i.cal Bng. Dept. 

(.;l'-7,;'" Tl. T:R.-06570 ANKARA 

Because of its contribution to the quality of performance 

and to economy, improvement of control systems is gaining ever 

higher importance in air conditioning, refrigeration and other 

fields of industry. In control of temperature, the major component 

is the final heat exchanger. To use full capacity of the heat 

exchanger, control of the inlet temperature of the primary fluid 

is generally the preferred one. It has been shown [1], [21 that 

in air conditioning this method is advantageous in comparison 

to controlling steam pressure or water flow rate. 

Recent advances in adaptive and self tuning control systems 

have improved the performance of control systems considerably. 

However at early stages of designing such systems and for their 

stability analysis thermal response of the ma~n components, 

especially that of the final heat exchanger should be knqwn at 

least approximately. Th~s paper aims prediction of thermal response 

of heat exchangers with emphasis on cross flow air-liquid heat 

exchangers and the role of fins. 

Gas to gas cross flow heat exchangers have been treated 

theoretically in a recent paper [3], also there is a study 

directed to the thermal performance of fins [4]. However, need 

exists for a readily applicable method of predicting thermal 

behavior of cross flow liquid-air heat exchangers with fins. 

FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS 

An approximate response function is being used in many 

fields of control engineering and in a1r conditioning control, 

to represent the rer.ponse y(t): *] 
y (t) "' y

0 
~ - e- (t-d) /t u (t-d). (1) 

Y
0 

is the ga1n .. K
8 

· x
0 

whereby x0 is the amplitude of excitation 

and K
5 

is the ga~n factor of the system. d is the time lag and 

t* is the time constant of the system. u(t-d) ~s the unit step 

function. 

This very basic equation can be traced back to quas~

lumped model of a heat exchanger with negligible mass of walls 

(Figure 1). Assuming llnear variation of temperature of 

both fluids between inlet and exit and effective rate of 
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heat transfer proportional to the difference of average temperatures on both sider., one can write 
dTh 

ch ___ = Ch(ThCThe)- U(Th-Tc) (2.a) d~ 

in this equat1on Ch, Cc indicate the heat capacity of the 
contents und ch' cc lndicate the heat capacity flow rate, i.e. m (mass flow rate)x c(specific heat) of hot and cold fluids respectJ.vely. U '·s the over-all heat transmJ.ttance of the heat exchanger. Temperatures are taken as dif£er.ence from their steady state value.s (Tho' T

00
) prevailing be>fore the excitement; 

by writ;~.ng the same equations once for actua1 case and once for steady state and subtracting the second one from the first one, Eqn. (2) will be soAn. At a deviation from steady statA, e.g. aa tho hot fluid undergoe~ a tompe>rature JUmp at inlet, n~it temperature of both fluids will start to approach their nAW stnady state values. Indicating the ratio nf the above temperatures to st<'p change of excitem<'nt by 8 (-=T/1',.) ann taking as churacteristic time Ch/Ch(or in ~en~ral Cmin/Cmin) onP 
obtains those equations in dimensionless £o1-m with the dimensionless coefficients,, 

N=U/Ch Number of transfer units 

tr-tc/6h Ratio of hRat capacity flows 

Cr=C
0

/Ch RatlO of heat capacity contents and 

~- t Ch/6h Dimensionless tlme 

Since the flow conditlons of both fluids aro fixed (fOr hot fluict h, for cold fluid c), assuming linear change between inlet and exit, one can use the relations 8b=(l+9he)/2 and Sc=(C+Scel/2 to eliminate 8he and Bee from the dimensionless £o:>:n c;:;' thecoe equations which simplify to : 

(3. a) 

d8 __ c_, 

(3 .b) 

Although one can easily give the~r complete solution the simplification of these equations by neglecting internal energy change at gas RldO is usual and nne substitudes second equation in the first one which allows quick integration: 

eh= K' (1-e 
- ?;-~ 

( 4. a) 

(4 .b) 
In thls integration the initial condition has been taken as 
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at 'G "''(;d 9h"'O, which is more realistic in case of cross flow 

then in other cases. The coefficient~ of Equation (4.a, b) 

can be expressed as 

N-2C 
K _, ___ --'r=-

N-2C 
K' --------=r-

N 

and K" 

N-2C -NC 
r r 

N-2c -NC 
r r 

For exit temperature of the cold and hot fluids one can write 

according to the assumption of linear variation (Fig l.b) 

(5. a) 

e "'2K' (l-e-0 -~d )-1. 
he K 

(S.b) 

This very simple model can not clarify the hot side exit 

temperature variation at the early phase. This phase can be 

considered as the period during which the quarter of the capacity 

is filled. However this is not accurate and furth~r refinement 

should be directed also in other directions. 

These equations can be written like Eqn. (l) in dimensional 

form which will result in, for the hot fluid: 

ch 
d, __ , 

(6.a) 

4th 

t""'K ~ 
ch 

y "' 
0 

N-2Cr 

N-2C -NC 
r r 

(6 .b) 

( 6 .c) 

OTHER MODELS 

Although there have been recent publicationr. on theoretical 

aspects of thermal response of heat exchangers they are of analytical 

characterl3}, L41. MUller has taken single fins into consideration 

and developed transfer function for its response. Also his 

measurements, carried out on a fin,confirmed his theory. However 

measurements in air shows great discrepancy. Apparently his theory 

is good at micro level but not at macro level. 

From the point of view of heat exchanger designer results of 

computations of London and his coworkers are more appliable. To 

come closer to practice, they have taken into consideration the 

variation of the driving force of heat transfer along the 

heat transfer surfaCP and also the heat capacity of the wall. By 

solving the differential equations analytically or by finite 

dif=erence method or by means of exp~riments on elektromechanical 

analogy, they have produced charts in terms of the above mentioned 

dimensionless parameters and two more parameters, which consioer 

the ratio of the resistances on both sides of the wall and heat 

capacity of the wall: 

Cw=Cw/Cmin 
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Furthermore the heat capacity content of both sides are compared by a dwell time rat1o 

e*~(C/C)min/(C/Clmax~ Cr/Cr 
Because of the large number of variables, thoy restrict some of them in the charts. 

Because of considerable importance of finned tube l1quidgas heat exchangers an approx1mate model for their 1nvestigat1on has been d~veloped by the author~. Figura 2 show~ the th~rmal model (b) and its electrical analog (c). The heat transfer characteristics of each row and each type of bends are different (Figure 2a) . Dividing each of n tub~s into thr~e parts (Figure 2b) and at each part specifyin9 four thermal capacities: Hot fluid (H), wall (W), f1n (F) and finally air (A) at constant temperature, one can determine timcwise var1ation. A crucial point in estimating RW::_F is the assumption that it is equal to the loss 
of transmittance due to the difference of fin efficiency from one. To develop a computer code for this purpose fin i. te volume technique is be1ng used. Detailed results will be published elsewhere. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The above mentioned models are be1ng studied at pres8nt. Also an experimental set up has been built (Figure 3). PrelJ.minary results show that time lag of tho water exit temperaturA is smaller than the time lag of air temperature (Figure 4) . Table 1 and 2 give the data for the experiments mcntionPd in Figure 4. Alco calculated values of the coefficients are included. 
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TAble 1 Operation data of two experiments 

Operation data 

Air flow rate, m3 /s 

Water flow rate, m3 /s 

Uniform temperature before 

the experiment, 0 c 

Temperature jump of inlet 

water, 0 c 

TABLE 2 Derived characteristics 

Derived characteristics 

Ch kJ/Ks 

C
0 

kJ/Ks 

Utot kJ/Ks 

Other derived characteristics: 

Exp.l 

0.161 

0.325 

14.9 

56.9 

Exp.l 

1. 360 

0.195 

137.16 

ch -7. 72 kj /K 

c
0

- 0.072 kj/K 

uwi"'uwo"'3.549 

cw"' 6.463 kj/K 

CF~ 7.747 kj/K 

UW'-A~O,l40 

Tee Tci 

Cc " \ 

----t---U 

C 
;Q 

h / 

~. ch 

e 

in 
8c 
1.0 

in 

Exp.2 

0.160 

0.278 

16.6 

48.6 

Exp.2 

1.163 

0.195 

135.76 

exit 

FIGURE 1. Simplest quasi-lumped model and linear temperature 

variation. 
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(a) 

FIGURE 2. Lumped parameter model for computer simulat~on. 

THE:RJVOCOUh ( 

(a) 

(b) 

.J 

(c) 

FLOW -

FIGURE 3. a) Experimental set up, b) heat <-~xchanger which is 
tested and c)Geometry of tubes and fins. 
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FIGURE 4. Variation of exit temperatures Th and T
0 

during the 

initial phase of experiments l and 2. 
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